Association between apolipoprotein E genotype and Alzheimer disease in African American subjects.
The association between Alzheimer disease (AD) and genotypes at the apolipoprotein E (APOE) locus has been confirmed in numerous populations worldwide, but appears to be inconsistent in African American subjects. To investigate the association between APOE genotypes and AD in elderly African American subjects. Clinic-based, multicenter case-control study and a family study. A total of 338 African American probands meeting criteria for probable or definite AD, 301 cognitively healthy, elderly unrelated control subjects (spouses and community volunteers), and 108 siblings of 88 AD probands. Odds of AD according to APOE genotype. Compared with individuals with the APOEepsilon3/epsilon3, the odds of having AD were significantly increased among those with 1 or more copies of the epsilon4 allele; the odds ratio (OR) for the epsilon3/epsilon4 genotype was 2.6 (95% confidence interval [CI], 1.8-3.7), and the OR for the epsilon4/epsilon4 genotype was 10.5 (95% CI, 5.1-21.8). These risks decreased substantially after 68 years of age. The risk for AD was lower among individuals with the epsilon2/epsilon3 genotype (OR, 0.41; 95% CI, 0.22-0.79). The patterns of association were similar in men and women. These results obtained from comparisons of unrelated AD patients and controls were bolstered by results of analysis of family data that showed preferential transmission of the epsilon4 allele to demented siblings (P<<.001) and of the epsilon2 allele to nondemented siblings (P=.005). The presence of 1 or 2 epsilon4 alleles is a determinant of AD risk in African American subjects. The age-related risk for decline associated with the epsilon4 allele and the apparent protective effect of the epsilon2 allele are similar to patterns observed in white subjects.